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Abstract
Organic photovoltaic devices, which include polymer–based solar cells, show
promise as cheap alternatives to silicon–based photovoltaics. Polymer solar
cells use a mixture of a light–absorbing conducting polymer as the electron
donor and a fullerene derivative as the electron acceptor in the solar cell’s
photo–active layer. The components are generally mixed together to pro-
duce a bicontinuous percolating network called a bulk heterojunction. In a
previous paper (Huang et al. J. Chem. Theory Comput. 6 (2010) 526-537)
we developed a systematically coarse–grained simulation model of mixtures
of the widely used conducting polymer poly(3–hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and
the simplest fullerene C60. Here we analyze the ensuing polymer structures
and mixture morphologies to understand the local structure of these devices,
which provide a crucial basis for the future optimization of bulk heterojunc-
tion morphology.
Keywords: Solar Cells, Coarse–Grained Modeling, Morphology, Polymer
Structure
1. Introduction
Conjugated polymers for use in organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices are
recently of high interest due to the potential for devices that are low cost,
solution processable, and compatible with flexible substrates. Generally, a
disordered bulk–heterojunction structure is used for the photo–active layer,
which is produced when the electron donor (conjugated polymers) and the
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electron acceptor (typically fullerenes) are mixed in solution and solution–
cast onto a substrate [1–3]. During drying, the two species phase separate
to form an interpenetrating network of domains [4, 5]. This nanoscale phase
separation is crucial to device efficiency because devices need to be > 100 nm
thick to absorb all incident light, but the distance over which photogener-
ated excitons diffuse in conjugated polymers before they are quenched is
typically below 10 nm; thus only excitons generated by photons absorbed
within a exciton diffusion length of a donor/acceptor interface will separate
into free electrons and holes that can travel to the electrodes to generate
photocurrent [6]. With a bulk heterojunction, light absorption and charge
separation/transport can be optimized independently.
It has been shown that bulk–heterojunction photovoltaic devices contain-
ing mixtures of [6,6]–phenyl C61–butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) (a deriva-
tive of C60) and regio-regular poly(3–hexylthiophene) (P3HT) can reach
power efficiencies of up to 5% under simulated solar illumination condi-
tions [7, 8]. The device properties hinge on the structural properties of
the polymer and the polymer–fullerene mixture. The morphology and mor-
phological changes of these devices have been studied using transmission
electron microscopy [9], grazing–angle X–ray diffraction [10], atomic force
microscopy [11], scanning electron microscopy [4], nuclear magnetic reso-
nance [12], and many other experimental techniques. It turns out that
P3HT forms aligned/crystalline domains, between which there are amor-
phous segments of P3HT and PCBM. Still, the efficiency record of about 5%
for a P3HT:PCBM mixture is not competitive with the laboratory efficiency
records of silicon PV devices, which are about 25% under identical lighting
conditions [13]. A recent review has summed up the experimental state of
the art of the morphology in these mixtures [6]. As it is clear that the effi-
ciency of photovoltaic devices depends crucially on the morphology, it is of
high interest to predict the morphology of such systems from first principles.
Molecular modeling can in principle address the morphology of phase
separating systems. The fundamental limitation is, however, the achievable
time and length scales in combination with the specificity of the model. All–
atom simulations are not able to reach the time and length scales of phase
separation in donor/acceptor mixtures used in polymer solar cells, whereas
the classical models of polymer physics often lack the detail to predict the
behavior of specific systems. For example, there are two different and incom-
patible experimental phase diagrams for P3HT:PCBM mixtures [14, 15] and
models that do not realistically account for the interactions between the two
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mixture components cannot possibly establish which phase diagram is the
correct one. The solution to resolve the discrepancies between different ex-
periments on a fundamental level is a mesoscale model that is uniquely linked
to the specific chemistry (and thermodynamic state) of the underlying sys-
tem. Several systematic techniques have been developed to map atomistic
simulations structurally or based on forces onto mesoscale models [16–18].
Only very few molecular modeling studies have been performed to under-
stand polymer photovoltaic systems [19–22] and most of these do not focus
on the morphology directly.
In this article we show how a recently developed model for a mixture of
fullerenes and polythiophenes [21] can be used to elucidate several important
characteristics.
2. Model Building and Simulation Details
We recently developed coarse–grained (CG) models of poly(3–hexylthiophene)
(P3HT), one of the most widely used semiconducting polymers in organic
photovoltaics and C60, the simplest fullerene, as well as for mixtures of the
two materials. We have used C60 instead of the photovoltaically more rele-
vant substituted fullerenes as we are focusing only on morphology prediction
and not on any electrical or transport properties. Additionally, the phase
separation and morphology development is expected to be more pronounced
with C60, as its solubility in polythiophene is lower than for other fullerenes.
Systematic mapping must start with accurate atomistic simulations and a
validation of the model. This was demonstrated recently by us in ref. [21], in
which the development of the coarse–grained models is described in detail.
The principal aspects of the model development are summarized below.
An atomistic model of P3HT was adapted from a tetrathiophene (T4)
model in the literature [23]. Our model was developed for 100% regioregular
P3HT (rr–P3HT), in which all monomers are joined head–to–tail. For C60
we used the model by Girifalco [24].
After the atomistic simulations we followed the structural coarse–graining
technique known as Iterative Boltzmann Inversion (IBI) [17, 25–29]. The
fullerene in the CG simulations is represented by its center of mass which
coincides wih the center of geometry. The P3HT monomer is represented
using three sites: (1) the center–of–mass (COM) of the thiophene ring, the
COM of the carbon atoms of the (2) first three and (3) last three side–chain
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methyl groups [21]. Figure 1 shows the chemical structures of P3HT and
C60, along with the coase-graining scheme that was used.
In the IBI method, the coarse–grained interactions are optimized by iter-
atively calculating the interaction energy Ui+1(x) corresponding to a struc-
tural variable x in a given iteration from the interaction energy Ui(x) in the
preceding simulation and respective structural distribution using






where Pi(x) is the probability distribution of x calculated from the CG simu-
lation during iteration i, Ptarget(x) is the target from the atomistic simulation
(x can be non–bonded distance, bond length, bond angle, dihedral angle),
and 0 < ai ≤ 1 is a convergence factor. The initial interaction potential was
directly from the atomistic simulation:
U0(x) = −kBT ln [Ptarget(x)] . (2)






, r ≤ rcut, (3)
was applied to the non–bonded interaction to correct the model so that the
pressure of the CG simulations matched the 1 atm pressure used in the atom-
istic simulations [17, 28]. It was ensured that this correction had negligible
effect on the structure (i.e. the radial distribution function for non–bonded
pairs of sites was essentially unchanged).
We initially optimized the P3HT–P3HT CG interactions in pure P3HT
(60 3HT 12-mers) at 550 K. Then, the P3HT–C60 and C60–C60 CG interac-
tions followed in simulations of 1.85:1 w/w P3HT:C60 (48 3HT 12-mers and
72 C60) at 550 K with the P3HT–P3HT CG interactions fixed. It has been
shown that the order of optimization can make a significant difference in the
overall efficiency and convergence of the procedure [27]. We ignored the end
monomers in the calculation of distribution functions for the optimization.
A time-step of 5 fs was used in the CG simulations and 1 fs in the atomistic
simulations. Time constants of 5 and 20 ps were used respectively for the
thermostat and barostat. All atomistic and CG simulations were carried out
with the Lammps molecular dynamics simulation package [30].
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Figure 1: Chemical structures of P3HT and C60 with coarse-grained site types depicted
and labelled.
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3. Single Chain Characteristics
Having optimized the CG models in small–scale simulations, we have used
them to study the dynamic evolution of P3HT:C60 mixtures for experimen-
tally relevant system sizes close to the device scale. Bulk systems of≈ 100,000
CG sites (corresponding to ≈ 1.2 million atoms) in a cubic simulation box
of side length ≈ 25 nm were studied. Chains with degrees of polymerization
Nmono = 12, 24, 48, and 96 were treated for P3HT:C60 weight ratios of 1:0,
1.85:1 and 1.27:1. All simulations were carried out in an NpT ensemble at
550 K and 1 atm, which is about 50 K above the melting point of P3HT [14]
but potentially in the two–phase region for the mixtures.
One characteristic that we studied was the radius of gyration Rg which








(~ri − ~rcom)2, (4)
where ~ri is the position of the center of mass of monomer i and ~rcom, is the
position of the center of mass of the chain. So the radius of gyration measures








(~ri − ~rcom)α(~ri − ~rcom)β , (5)
where upper indices denote the Cartesian components. This tensor is sym-
metric and can therefore be diagonalized with real eigenvalues (below).
Figure 2 shows the average radius of gyration and the end-to-end dis-
tances, Re-e, of several systems as a function of time. These measures can
be taken as indications of equilibration. Most systems stabilize after at most
20 ns. Only these equilibrated systems have been analyzed further. The
data in the figure is divided by the square root of the degree of polymer-





Nmono. The relationship between the end–
to–end distance and the radius of gyration approaches the expected ratio
with increasing chain length as short chains have to be classified as oligomers
rather than polymers.
If we study the distribution of gyration radii (cf. Fig. 3) we immediately
realize that with increasing chain length the distributions become signifi-
cantly broader. We also see that the position of the maximum scales with
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the square root of chain length as expected for a random walk. Moreover,
especially for the longest chains we see only slight dependencies of the chain
structure on the concentration of fullerenes. This already indicates that the
chains and the fullerenes are separated from each other and so the fullerenes
influence the polymer structure only weakly.
Another structural observable is the shape anisotropy of chains, which is
defined as
κ2 =
(R23 − 12(R21 +R22))2 + 34(R22 − R21)2
R4g
(6)
where R21 ≤ R22 ≤ R33 are the eigenvalues of the gyration tensor which make







2 = 0 corresponds
to a sphere, κ2 = 1 to a line. This anisotropy is shown in Figure 4 to clearly
decrease with chain length, which again is an indication that short chains
are oligomers and not really polymers. It is known that, in general, chain
anisotropy decreases with increasing chain length [32]. Again for long chains
the influence of C60 concentration is negligible, indicating that the polymer
structure is unperturbed by the fullerenes. For long chains a wide range of
anisotropies is found, which shows that the chains clearly can explore many
configurations and equilibration is guaranteed.
4. Characteristics of the Mixture
In order for a solar cell to work we need a structure that favors local phase
separation. Our simulations are too short to find complete phase separation
but the onset by virtue of local cluster formation can be studied. We have fol-
lowed the growth of fullerene clusters over the course of our CG simulations.
We see that over a time scale of a few tens of nanoseconds there is clearly a
cluster formation for the 1.27:1 w/w mixture, indicating that at 550 K this
ratio is in the two–phase region. We do not find significant clustering for the
lower fullerene concentration in the 1.85:1 w/w mixture, for which the largest
cluster remains small and does not grow with time such that this ratio is in
the homogeneous phase. It appears that in the two–phase region the cluster
formation speed is chain length independent (cf. Fig. 5). As shown in Fig. 6,
we also find that the clusters are not spherical but have a large surface area
and, by visual inspection of the simulation snapshots in this figure, that the
domain size is on the order of the exciton diffusion length ≈ 10 nm . In the
example case of 48–mers in the 1.27:1 w/w mixture, after 135 ns most of
the C60 in our simulation belongs to the largest cluster in the system and we
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Figure 2: 〈R2g/Nmono〉1/2 (solid lines) and 〈R2e-e/(6Nmono)〉1/2 (dashed lines) as a function
of time, where Rg, Re-e, and Nmono are the radius of gyration, end–to–end distance,
and degree of polymerization of the chains, respectively, starting from a pseudo–random
configuration of polymer chains and C60 molecules, for various P3HT:C60 blend ratios and
polymer chain lengths: P3HT:C60 = 1:0 w/w with Nmono = 24 (crosses) and Nmono =
48 (circles), P3HT:C60 = 1.85:1 w/w with N = 48 (squares), and P3HT:C60 = 1.27:1
w/w with Nmono = 12 (up triangles), Nmono = 24 (down triangles), and Nmono = 48
(diamonds). The temperature T is 550 K in all cases.
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Figure 3: Probability distribution p(Rg) for various P3HT:C60 blend concentrations and
chain lengths: P3HT:C60 = 1:0 w/w with Nmono = 48 (circles) and P3HT:C60 = 1.27:1
w/w with Nmono = 12 (up triangles), Nmono = 24 (down triangles), and Nmono = 48
(diamonds). (Only distributions for systems in Fig. 2 for which simulations were run long
enough for p(Rg) to become constant with time are shown.)
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Figure 4: Probability distribution p(κ2) of polymer chain shape anisotropy for various
P3HT:C60 blend ratios and polymer chain lengths: P3HT:C60 = 1:0 w/w with Nmono = 48
(circles) and P3HT:C60 = 1.27:1 w/w with Nmono = 12 (up triangles), Nmono = 24 (down
triangles), and Nmono = 48 (diamonds). The temperature is 550 K. (Only distributions
for systems where equilibration could be ensured are shown.)
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clearly see percolation, which is a desired morphology as continuous paths
of both the polymer and the fullerene phase to the corresponding electrodes
are needed to generate photocurrent.
We should point out that, since the CG models were optimized for the
fluid structure and not for the dynamics, the times scales for dynamics in
the CG simulations are not necessarily equivalent to those in the atomistic
simulations. Comparing these time scales from first principles is not a simple
task. From our previous work in which we developed the CG models of P3HT
and C60 [21], we estimated that the coarse-grained time scale is roughly one to
five times the atomistic time scale by comparing the translational diffusion
coefficients of P3HT 12-mers and C60 and rotational diffusion coefficients
of P3HT in equivalent atomistic and coarse-grained systems for different
mixture ratios and temperatures between 500 and 650 K. Thus, although
the CG time scales in our simulations are not directly comparable with the
”real” time scales, our previous results suggest that these time scales are
likely of the same order of magnitude.
5. Conclusions
We show that our recently developed systematically coarse–grained model
of fullerene–polythiophene mixtures can describe the local morphology in
bulk heterojunctions on the length scales of several tens of nanometers, close
to the photovoltaically relevant scale. The phase separation and cluster for-
mation agrees reasonably with experimental expectations on the scale of the
phase separating domains. Very large–scale simulations will in the future
be able to describe the morphology over several fullerene and thiophene do-
mains. Currently we can describe the phase separation qualitatively but
with increasing model quality we expect a more quantitative description of
the phase transition temperatures in the future.
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